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HAVE A CHALLENGE AND NEED YOUR HELP! There has been a
proposal to change the zoning on Thompson Hill from Low Density
Residential to High Density Residential. In the beginning, I did not really understand how
this change in zoning would affect our family here in Panoramic Heights. It was easy for
me to say, “It’s not our challenge, so let someone else worry about it. Life is crazy and
we have other things to keep us busy.”
I have since become aware how this zoning change will affect our life here in Panoramic
Heights. Changing that 40.6 acres from LDR to HDR will enable up to 1,100 housing units
to placed on that hill. That is up to 8 times the number of housing units we have in
Panoramic Heights.
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How does this affect traffic flow on 27 , 26 , 25 , Dawes, Edison, Grant, Irving and
Kellogg streets? The prediction would be 8,000 more traffic trips off the hill per day.
Some will go to the south over Sherman, but many of those trips will be through our
neighborhoods.
Our irrigation will be shared with any development on Thompson Hill. Some of you are
having challenges with this already.
What affect would this change in zoning have your property? That is hard to say, but I
don’t see how it would help if we have 1,100 housing units to the west and a tremendous
increase in traffic volume in our neighborhoods. There are other challenges that we may
face, that you might know of. I urge you to get involved. - GERRY BERGES, PHHA President

Please visit page 8, watch for emails and your mailbox for ways that
you can help. If you have questions, concerns or suggestions, please
send them to PHHA at info@panoramicheightshoa.com.

Please note that all Board Meetings have been changed to the 3rd Tuesday of every month.
You’re always invited!! Check page #7 for upcoming meetings or visit the calendar on our
website: www.panoramicheightshoa.com/calendar/
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Where Did Panoramic Heights Come From?

By PHHA Member Bill Dixon

As PHHA undertakes the fight to stop high density residential development on Thompson Hill, it's
interesting to understand the history of Thompson Hill and Panoramic Heights.
The now-called "Thompson Hill" is one of the northernmost hills in the Horse Heaven Hills. These hills were
formed by massive basalt flows across the Columbia Basin and geological lifting hundreds of millions of
years ago. Over time, several feet of silt and sand were deposited on the hills from massive dust storms.
Minerals that leached out of the silt and sand formed the white/yellow caliche layer that we hit when we
dig more than a foot or two in our yards. After that we hit the basalt and the digging is over!
Native Americans came to this area about 10,000 years ago to fish for salmon along the Columbia River.
They used the Horse Heaven Hills for grazing all the horses, hence the name. Also, they came up from the
river to hunt and gather roots, grains, berries and nuts to sustain their families.
There was evidence of an ancient Native American camp at a spring on the east side of Thompson Hill
beyond the top of Irving Street. It has been destroyed by expanding development in the past several years.
Supposedly, there was a seasonal creek that flowed down the hill to a pond where the Irving Street traffic
circle is now. Native American artifacts, such as points, scrapers, flakings and grinding stones are still being
found in this area. Look at your rock piles and when you dig holes. You may also find ash layers in the
soil from their campfires! If you find anything, let me know since the Tribes are developing an inventory to
document their presence here.
When Lewis and Clark came through this area in 1805, they were amazed by the number of Native Americans here and they noted observing Thompson Hill and the rest of the Horse Heaven Hills in their journals.
Dry land wheat farmers came to this area in the late 1800's. In the 1950's, the Army built the canal below us
with a feeder canal above us, where we now get our irrigation water. That led to orchards throughout this
area.
In the early 1970's Harold Thompson built a home on the top of the hill, which became known as
"Thompson Hill". Then he began the first development on Thompson Hill, which he named "Panoramic
Heights" because of its height on the hill that provided a panoramic view of the Tri-Cities.
Development of the hill continued as Panoramic Heights expanded, Creekstone was built, and Southridge
Estates continues to expand to the south. A gated community, called Citadel Heights, adjacent to Panoramic Heights has preliminary approval and the site is being filled and graded to develop terraces for the
homes. That's what all the dump trucks on our streets are about.
Now a developer is proposing to change the land use designation adjacent to Panoramic Heights to allow
up to 1,100 multi-family housing units, such as apartments. That development would forever change the
peaceful and quiet nature of our neighborhood. That's why PHHA is opposing it and we need everyone to
join the fight to save our neighborhood.
We need your help! Please visit page 8 for information on how to get involved.
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Techniques To Use That Get Results
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ur Board of Directors welcome constructive complaints because they help them make our neighborhood better. Results-oriented complaints usually can be settled in the initial stage and the result will
be fewer complaints in the future. Here are some techniques to follow to ensure results:
- Keep the tone polite and professional. Try not to get angry or emotional.
- Avoid using threats. Threats diminish productive communication. If you push others
they may respond emotionally and the issue will be lost in the process.
- State what you want done.
- Listen and ask questions.
- You may want to negotiate. Be ready to suggest alternative solutions.
- If there is an agreement, confirm it. Make a written note to yourself. If the problem
is complex or money is involved, confirm the agreement by letter.
- If you cannot agree on a solution stay calm. Do some more research & follow up
with additional information to present.

Fido
Faux
Paws
It’s hard not to be a dog lover; after all, mankind entered into a societal pact with them centuries ago. In exchange for food & care, our dogs will offer us unconditional affection, companionship, and play. In fact, did
you know that dogs really want nothing more than to please their masters? It is an undisputed fact, and if
you don’t believe me tune in to The Learning Channel the next time they profile man’s best friend. Some
dogs will roll over and play dead on command. Others will fetch your slippers and newspaper. Some canines
have even been known to traverse incredible distances to be reunited with families who were lost in a
move. However, one thing that our furry buddies are unable to do is to clean up after themselves. If you have
a canine collaborator, please do pick up his droppings for him...remembering that he doesn’t have opposing
thumbs with which to handle a pooper-scooper. Failure to do so is not only inconsiderate of your neighbors,
or disconcerting to the landscapers, but can you imagine the embarrassment Fido would feel if it ever got out
that it was his droppings that all his puppy pals were discovering out in the open like that? Sensitivity: It’s a
dog thing!

Don’t forget to check out our website for the most updated
information regarding meetings, documents, events & more!

www.panoramicheightshoa.com
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Indoor Air Quality
During the Fall & Winter months and
with many of us working and staying
at home, quality indoor air matters.
What can you do to reduce or eliminate poor indoor air quality?
1. Remove all standing water in drip
pans under your refrigerator and air conditioning
units.
2. Use cleaning chemicals and insecticides sparingly. You may want to use alternate
methods.
3. Remove garbage and trash on a daily basis.
4. Vacuum your rugs and carpeting at least once
per week. Make sure your vacuum is
properly working with a clean out bag. Does your
vacuum just pick up dirt and then blow it
back out?
5. Change air filters in your heating and air conditioning units.
6. Clean your duct work every 3 to 5 years. Professional services are available.
7. Clean fireplace flu (if applicable) yearly if you
use it on a regular basis.

I

8. Do not store spray insecticides or any
items at the air intake to your HVAC
system.
9. Call your local gas and electric company to inspect your furnace prior to
the winter season. Keep pets outside or
regularly bathe them

Rake: Embers landing in mulch that touches your
home, deck or fence is a big fire hazard. Rake out
any landscaping mulch to at least 5 feet away.
Trim: Trim back any shrubs or tree branches that
come closer than 5 feet to your home & attachments and any overhanging branches.
Remove: Walk around your home & remove anything within 30 feet that could burn, such as
wood piles, spare lumber, vehicles & boats—
anything that can act as a large fuel source.
Close: If ordered to evacuate, make sure all windows and doors are closed tightly and seal up any
pet doors. Many homes are destroyed by embers
entering these openings & burning the house
from the inside out.

t's Diversity That Makes Our Community Special!

During the holidays we are often reminded of the diversity that our world is made up of. People
celebrate the holidays according to their separate heritage, traditions, and beliefs. But one of the common denominators that bring people of
different race, religion and custom together is a desire to live in peace,
harmony and happiness. It is a desire shared by all and it is best achieved
through cooperation, compliance and respect. Our community is sort of like
a
microcosm of the world. We are made up of people of varying differences,
but we are all connected by the fact that we share a community together.
And, although we have our differences in opinions, perceptions and desires,
we too can benefit through cooperation, compliance and respect for our neighbors. During this holiday
season as we celebrate in our own tradition, let's try to hold onto that spirit of unity, harmony and peace
that all traditions embrace and apply it to all of our community neighbors....all year long.
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10 Benefits to Know About Walking
Walking can help you burn fat and lose weight. When you walk for more than 45 minutes at
a brisk pace, your body must burn stored fat. This helps you not only lose weight, but lose excess body fat.
Walking is good for many health conditions. Walking for 30 minutes per day, five times per
week is recommended for people with arthritis and for people with diabetes. Regular walking
is recommended to prevent or manage many health conditions.

natural area.

Walking can improve your mood. Taking a walk can help relieve stress, improve your mood,
and allow you to think more clearly. There may be even more benefits if you walk in a park or

You need the right walking shoes. While you can take a walk in almost any footwear, you will be able to
walk better with flat, flexible athletic shoes that fit right.
A pedometer or fitness band can motivate you to walk more. Whether you wear a Fitbit or an old-school
waistband pedometer, you will probably walk more if it is tracking your steps each day. If you log 10,000
steps per day, you are likely meeting recommended activity goals.
Can’t be outdoors? A treadmill walking gives a good workout. You can avoid the weather and other outdoor walking hazards by enjoying treadmill walking workouts.
You can walk a 5K, 10K, half marathon or a marathon. Races aren't just for runners. Many events welcome
walkers, both swift and slow. You can train for a 5K (3.1 miles), 10K (6.2 miles), half marathon (13.1 miles),
or marathon (26.2 miles) walk.
You can walk solo or with walk friends. You don't need a team to enjoy walking, but it can be a great way to
connect with others if you wish to do so. Walking alone or with your dog is a good way to get in a quick
workout or break away for a longer stroll, but you can also make walking friends or join a walking club.
You may not be walking right. You should work on good walking posture, arm motion, and foot motion to
get the most out of a walking workout. Check online for tips on avoiding common walking mistakes to get
the best results.
You can enjoy a variety of walking workouts: You don't have to do the same walk every time. If you vary
your speed and intensity, you can get more fitness benefits.
Are you interested in starting a Walking Club in Panoramic Heights?
Email Jenna at info@panoramicheightshoa.com to get started.

Jack-o’-Lanterns are hollowed out pumpkins with a face cut into one
side. Most jack-o’-lanterns contain a candle or some other light.
People in Scotland and Ireland once carved out large beets or turnips to
use as lanterns on Halloween. After this custom reached America, pumpkins began to be used. The jack-o’-lantern originally represented spirits
present in the dark, or souls released from Christian purgatory. According
to an Irish legend, jack-o’-lanterns were named for a character named Jack,
who could not enter heaven because he was a miserly, bad-tempered man.
He could not enter hell either, because he had tricked the devil several
times. As a result, Jack had to walk the earth forever with only a coal from
hell to light his lantern .
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Are YOU a Good Neighbor?


Keep up Curb Appeal: An un-kept yard can be an eyesore, and worst
of all, it can bring down property values for everyone. Do your part by
mowing your lawn, keeping clutter and debris out of the yard and maintaining your landscaping regularly.


When Hosting Others, Be Respectful: Whether you’re having family
over for a cookout, or friends over to watch the game—always be mindful and respectful to your neighbors. Keep noise at a reasonable level and let your guests' no where to
park. If you think it’s necessary, give your neighbors a heads up that you will be hosting an event.


Be mindful of landscape, trees, shrubs & fences that you might share on your adjoining property lines:
These items need to be maintained by trimming, keeping healthy, repairing and more. Always be mindful that your decision to add or remove items might affect your neighbor and is a thoughtful gesture to
talk it over with them before doing anything drastic. And always adhere to the tree, shrub and plant
heights required so you don’t block your neighbors view!



Respect Neighborhood Rules: Drive the speed limit, pick up after your dog, follow trash and recycling
schedules, parking restrictions, and any other community rules. Most importantly, always follow city ordinances, especially those regarding noise. There’s nothing worse than being kept up all night by a noisy
neighbor.



Resolve Issues Calmly: Sometimes you might take issue with your neighbor. Whether it’s their dog barking late at night, they’re mowing their grass too early in the morning, or they’re installing a fence that
you don’t like—it happens. In these instances, it’s important to deal with the issue tactfully. Try resolving the issue in-person, through a polite conversation. Always take the direct approach, rather than being passive-aggressive.



Get to Know Your Neighbors: Make an effort to introduce yourself to your new neighbors when they
move in. Always greet them in passing with a wave or a friendly hello. Consider inviting your new neighbors over and introducing them to others in the neighborhood.



Keep a Watchful Eye: Whether you’re part of a neighborhood watch or not, be on the lookout for suspicious activity in your neighborhood. Keep an eye on neighbors’ homes when they go out of town, especially. Go the extra mile by tending to their yard, packages, etc., while they’re away if needed.



Get Involved: Help out when events or situations arise that affect the neighborhood. If we all do our
part, no one will feel burdened, which helps create a great neighborhood we can all be proud of.

Being a good neighbor is an art which makes life richer
-Gladys Taber
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What’s in the Crockpot?
EASY CHICKEN CHILI DIP
Ingredients:
3 - 4 Chicken Breasts
1 can each of Campbell's Cream of Mushroom, Cream of Celery, & Cream of Chicken soup
1 can of green salsa
1 16oz. can of chili (without beans)
1 small can of green chili's
4-6 9" flour (or corn) tortillas, cut into 1" square strips
1 1/2 cups grated Cheddar, and/or Gouda cheeses
Boil chicken breasts in boiling water for 25-30 minutes, or until done; let cool. Tear chicken off
the bones (unless boneless) into strips, or bite-size pieces. Place into crock pot. Add all other
ingredients until blended.
Place crock pot on low for 1 hour to heat thoroughly.

The Object is to Laugh!
A husband & wife went out for a leisurely drive to
see the autumn leaves, when they noticed that one
of their tires seemed to be getting low…
They stopped at a gas station and the wife was a bit
taken aback when the husband asked her for some
change and asked, "When in the world
did they start charging for AIR?!"

What do you
call a pepper in
late Autumn?
A Little Chili

He looked at her and winked, "Inflation."

Check our website for new & current info

www.panoramicheightshoa.com

UPCOMING EVENTS:
Development Development Development Board Meeting Development Development Board Meeting Board Meeting
Zoom Mtg
Zoom Mtg
Zoom Mtg
Oct. 20th
Zoom Mtg Public Hearing
Nov. 17th
Dec. 21nd
Oct 3rd
Oct 10th
Oct 17th
7PM
Oct 24th
Nov 16th
7PM
(tentative)
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HOW YOU CAN HELP TO STOP THIS DEVELOPMENT
The Panoramic Heights Homeowners Association (PHHA) requests YOUR HELP
to stop a proposed high density residential development on Thompson Hill
which could threaten the future livability of Panoramic Heights.
Urgent action is needed!
All Public Comments need to be sent to the city by Nov. 15th.
Impacts of “High Density” development:
Increase of up to 8000 vehicle trips per day on our neighborhood streets.
Decrease of your property value
Incompatibility with existing South Ridge area neighborhoods
To help stop this, you could:

Spread The Word!!!
Call and write to voice your concerns (via email and letters) to:
Kennewick City staff
Planning Commission and City Council
Speak at the Public Hearing on November 16th
Share with your neighbors & ask them to do the same
Please join the PHHA Action Team! Meeting (via Zoom)
every Saturday, beginning Oct. 3
For a link to the meeting or for more information, email the PHHA Board at:

info@panoramicheightshoa.com
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